Chief, Special Affairs Staff

Subject: Operational/DEEPSEN/PHILADELPHIA

Attribution of President Kennedy's Assassination to an Alleged Castro Plot

Action Required: FYI

Reference: UFCA-13736, 24 January 1964

The attached memorandum on the above subject was forwarded locally to the FBI.

END OF DISPATCH
15 April 1964

SUBJECT: Attribution of President Kennedy's Assassination to an Alleged Chicana/Castro Plot

REF: Memorandum this Office, dated 7 December 1963, same Subject

1. The following additional information on the above Subject dated 18 December 1963 was received 6 January 1964 from the same Western diplomat who provided the information contained in reference.

2. "It seems that they are very worried about what may have happened to a Mexican called "CAMACHO." He is small, fat, with lots of black hair. Under a respectable business cover he appears to be the real head of an "action-reseau" (action net) covering all of Texas and even, perhaps, part of Mexico. I have been unable to find out his real name, but he is supposed to be supplied with funds and requirements by Ramon CORTES and FERNANDEZ Feito. CAMACHO also seems to be a close friend of two Mexican millionaires named PASQUEL or PASCUAL, who are involved in Mexican and/or Texan petroleum and who do not know the secret real activities of the former."

3. The files of this office indicate the following:

   a. CAMACHO may be identical with the CAMACHO referred to in Bureau Report No. 105-50787, dated 1 December 1960, Subject: Cuban Intelligence Activities. A report from our Mexican office indicates that a Professor Virgilio CAMACHO Panigagua, residing in Mexico City, D.F., Colonia Prado Churubusco, Sur 101-a, #403, a member of the Jose Marti Group, in February 1963 requested for the Cuban Embassy Information Bulletin.

   b. PASQUEL or PASCUAL may be identical with Raul PASCUAL or Raul PASCUAL Rodriguez mentioned in Bureau Report No. 105-1938, dated 14 December 1961, Subject: Cuban Intelligence Activities and Report dated 29 May 1963, as a member of the 26 July Movement who handled its finances and resided at 330 South Third Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. He and his family reportedly departed New York City with passage for Vera Cruz, Mexico.

4. Any additional information received by this office on this subject will be forwarded promptly.
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